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nau is a contemporary design brand, offering
furniture, lighting, and accessories by a collective of
Australia’s most curious and talented designers.

harbour
by adam goodrum, 2021
A place to rest, retreat, recover. Harbour awaits your return.
Harbour feels like home.
Superior quality and incomparable comfort characterise the
Harbour collection by Adam Goodrum. From the structural
bows crafted from solid timber, to the leather strapping that
is latticed by hand, Harbour is an homage to craftsmanship.
Its handwoven papercord frame, which nods to Scandinavian
craft traditions of the 50’s and 60’s, creates a sculptural
silhouette that is both inviting and supportive. Its softly curved
structure echoes the rounded form of the pillows within,
creating comfortable nooks that encourage long and lasting
calm. Refined yet humble, the Harbour collection includes an
armchair, sofa and bed.

variations & dimensions

adam goodrum
A firm believer that every environment
is defined by the objects within it, Adam

harbour

Goodrum designs with the philosophy that
an object must therefore justify its existence

Timber: Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak, Walnut

– through its story and detailing. For this

Leather weave: ‘Florida’ Blanco, Camel, Tan, Teak, Nero

reason, his designs celebrate process and

Paper cord: Natural , Black

craftsmanship, and accentuate components

Upholstery: Frabric, Leather

and joinery to create functional pieces with
spirit and personality.

Dimensions:
• Armchair: 930W X 825D X 745H

In recent years, Goodrum’s work has

• 2 Seat Sofa: 1625W X 825D X 745H

been awarded a host of design accolades

• 3 Seat Sofa: 2325W X 825D X 745H

including the NGV Rigg Prize, Vogue x Alessi
Design Prize, Indesign Luminary Award and

• Bed King Single: 1095W X 2210D 1020H

the Idea Awards Editor’s Medal. He has also

• Bed Double: 1405W X 2115D X 1020H

been commissioned to design pieces for

• Bed Queen: 1575W X 2225D 1020H

several global luxury brands including Veuve

• Bed King: 1865W X 2300D X 1020H

Clicquot, Alessi and Cappellini.
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